Digital with care.

SEO for Healthcare
10 Ways to Reach Healthcare Consumers Through Search

How to Be Found in Today’s
Complex SEO Landscape
Some aspects of search engine optimization (SEO)
stay the same, such as great content that connects
with site visitors. Other aspects, like new security
enhancements or mobile advancements, always
seem to be changing. It’s hard to know where to
focus your limited time and resources to make the
biggest impact possible.
That’s why we developed this guide. In it, you’ll
learn 10 key areas to focus on today that will
help your organization target your healthcare
consumers through search in the most effective
way possible.
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Make Your Site Secure
The strength of your website’s security has become increasingly
important. That’s especially true when you’re in the healthcare
field and charged with the protection and confidentiality of
personal health information (PHI). For this reason, it’s imperative
you provide a safe online environment for your patients and
web users. Google agrees, and they’re out to make sure
everyone who views a website knows when their information is
safe and protected.

HTTPS Everywhere Initiative
Google’s push to ensure a safe and secure web, informally called
the HTTPS Everywhere Initiative, strives to inform users when
a webpage they’re viewing in a Chrome browser isn’t secure.
According to StatCounter, Chrome is currently the most popular
browser in the U.S. with 50% marketshare, so changes by
Google in this area could impact up to half your site visitors.
Today, unsecured webpages are served up with a gray
exclamation mark that, when clicked on, explains to the user
that their website connection isn’t private. Beyond this, that gray
exclamation point comes with a “not secure” message added to
the end of it. This warning is front and center alerting users not to
enter private information on your site as it is susceptible to hackers.
In addition to providing your users with a more secure web
experience, Google provides a small ranking boost to websites
marked as HTTPS. This boost may get larger in time. Alternatively,
Google may penalize unsecured sites in their rankings, making it
harder for your site to rank. Securing your site is a win-win. Your
users feel more secure and Google could boost your rankings.
And if your organization hasn’t done so, having an HTTP to
HTTPS migration strategy is a must. Mistakes made during the
migration could negatively impact SEO.
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Get to Know Your Users
Understanding your users is critical to effectively optimizing your
site for search. As Google’s machine learning grows, Google will
become more efficient at delivering results relevant to a user’s
intent (rather than simply matching questions with keywords). If
you don’t know who your users are, it’s going to be difficult to
effectively give them the information they seek.
To learn more about your target audience:
Analyze their search behavior. Using any number of keyword
research tools, such as Google’s Keyword Planner or
KWFinder, you can learn a lot about regional search terms and
topics of interest to help you focus your content on specific
portions of the consumer decision journey or sales funnel.
Review Google Analytics. Google Analytics can help you
gauge the most important content on your site for your
visitors. It also gives you helpful information about device
usage, geographic location, website conversions, and more.
Engage Google Search Console. Google Search Console
allows you to pull queries that drive the most traffic to your site
from Google searches. The Search Console allows you to view
this data longer than 90 days, so you have more information
and trend data at your disposal.
Perform market research. Although market research isn’t
cheap, it can provide invaluable data about trends, barriers
to entry into your services, language and concerns unique to
your market, and audience statistics.
Get social. Social media research can give you insight into
what your users really think about your industry and brand, as
well as questions that are top of mind.
Ask your users. Surveys and interviews allow you to ask
pointed questions of your web users to make sure you tailor
your content to the information users’ seek. User testing can
be done effectively both in-person or online.
After collecting your data, combine information into personas.
These generalized representations of your target audiences can
help you focus your marketing tactics and are particularly helpful
at honing your SEO efforts.
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The Importance of Personas
Always refer back to your personas. If the SEO tactics
you’re about to implement don’t help you reach one of
those audiences, reevaluate the tactic and approach it
from a different angle. Personas are there to help remind
you who you’re really doing SEO for: your web users.
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Target Your Content Appropriately
To keep your content relevant and valuable, target it in these ways:
Focus it. Create content focused on delivering the information your
users need by performing keyword research. Using keyword research
strategically is less about stuffing your content with high volume
keywords and more about gaining an understanding of the relationship
between keywords and a person’s search intent.
Imagine asking someone, “When you search for information online,
what words do you use? What questions do you ask? What do you
hope to find?” Keyword research is the same thing — it’s just done
online with tools based on aggregated data from millions of searches.
With the advent of semantic search, RankBrain, and the explosion of
enhancements to the search engine results page (SERP), search engines
have an impressive understanding of what users seek and the intent
behind their queries. If SEO is all about optimizing for search engines,
and search engines focus on providing users with what they seek, then
modern SEO is all about the users.
Feature it. As traditional organic links get pushed farther down the page,
it’s important that your site’s content displays in rich results. These areas
include Google’s featured rich results (what Google used to refer to as
featured snippets), featured videos, the local three-pack, and related
questions panels (see image). You don’t have to appear in the number
one organic position to be eligible to populate those fields. You just need
to focus on providing the right information in the right way.
Do keyword research and learn the types of questions users
ask and the intent behind those questions, paying close attention
to the nuanced words they use. Understand that variation helps you
target your message in a way that’s more likely to be consumed by
Google and used rich results. These rich results can also be served
up by voice assistants.
Localize it. Work on localizing your content. Also known as hyperlocal
targeting, this means adding local indicators within your copy to tie it to
a particular city or region.
For example, if you have a hospital in New York City, don’t only talk
generally on your site about cardiology services and treatments. Instead,
talk about your New York City cardiologists. Better yet, drill down to the
borough or neighborhood level and talk about cardiology services in
Manhattan, Harlem, or SoHo. And better still, mention area landmarks
and cross streets where applicable. The more localized you can make
your content, the better. This helps your webpages appear not only on
desktop searches but gives you a leg up in mobile first indexing, which
focuses even more on serving up content close by to its users.
Related Questions Panel
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Base Your SEO Strategy
on Keyword Research
So, how do you focus, feature, and localize your content?
With keyword research. Performing keyword research
and focusing your content based on users’ intent is the
most effective way to improve organic traffic to your
site. This is especially important for healthcare websites
given the organic search competition and extensive,
varied terminology used to describe provider specialties,
medical conditions, and care services. It benefits you
to pepper your content with terms your audience
understands. A solid SEO strategy based on keyword
research can help you make it happen.
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Provide a Good UX
One way or another, everyone is trying to optimize for the user
experience (UX) — whether that’s via focused web content or
an intuitive web design. Google is no different. In fact, they’re
known to run hundreds of experiments at a time to test changes
to the search results page, all in an effort to improve the UX and
keep users coming back to their search engine. Google is always
advancing and updates their algorithm more than five times a day!
Prescribing to the following three tips can help you make sure
you’re providing a great UX and making Google happy:
1.

Don’t use pop-ups. Google now penalizes sites that present
users with pop-ups or interstitials immediately upon page
load. While some pop-ups are OK — primarily, those that
don’t cover the entire screen or are legally required, such as
to confirm age — interstitials that prohibit users from viewing
a majority of the page could cause you SEO harm. If you’re
currently using pop-ups on your site, be sure to read Google’s
quality guidelines carefully and make the necessary changes
to your web strategy to avoid penalties

2.

Enhance your page load speed. How fast a site loads affects
UX, particularly on mobile. While most articles will say a site
speed under three seconds is mandatory, it’s not exactly that
simple. Like most metrics, different industries have different
standards, and users on healthcare websites are typically
willing to wait a bit longer. The average page load time of
healthcare websites in the United States is 5.4 seconds.
Beyond benchmarks, not all pages are created equal with
speed. Focus on the important pages, the pages you’re trying
to get to the top of organic pages. Focus on the best UX.
Doing this and continuing to make page speed a priority will
give you a leg up on your competition.

3.

Have a responsive site. Google has rolled out its mobilefirst index for over half of the sites on the internet and will
continue this process until all sites are using this system.
While it’s unclear how the search giant will handle desktop
and mobile indexes in the future, or where voice will fit in
the picture, one thing is clear: being mobile-friendly remains
an important ranking signal for your site. The best way to
create an enhanced mobile experience, and be prepared for
Google’s evolution, is to create a responsive site and invest
in continuously enhancing your mobile UX.
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Implement Schema
Structured data markup, or Schema, helps search engines
categorize the content on your website and better
understand its meaning. This helps pages of your site — or
information about your organization — pull into search
results in more appropriate and relevant ways, including in
Google’s rich results.
And given the ever-increasing presence of these features
in search results — particularly now that they sometimes
replace organic links — not appearing in them could
deal a pretty serious blow to your web traffic and site
visibility. But Schema has also caused a fundamental shift
in the way digital marketers think about web content.
It’s no longer just about the words on the page. It’s now
equally about categorizing that content into entities — the
people, places, and things that make up your online
presence — and then linking that information together.
For example, think of a large health system made up of
multiple facilities that all have their own sites. Schema
links those entities together, so instead of thinking of each
individual facility as a standalone organization, search
engines understand them as related to the larger system,
labeling that entity as the parent. Schema links together
all your bits and pieces of related information across the
web so Google and others can see it as being smaller
parts of a larger whole.

Schema

Implementing Schema across your site can help improve
your site’s performance in search, due largely to
Google’s enhanced understanding of your content and
improved visibility with rich results. It could also help
you rank in voice-relayed results, since voice assistants
often read featured content back to users as answers to
their questions.
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Optimize for Voice Search
Many experts in SEO believe voice search will dominate 2020.
Many of them thought voice search would dominate 2019, too.
The truth is, even if we don’t want to admit it, voice search hasn’t
had the impact we thought it would. However, the generation that
grew up with a cell phone are full-fledged consumers now and
most of our digital strategies revolve around mobile. It’s not unfair
to think Generation Z will do the same with voice ... eventually.
Regardless of what you think about voice search trends,
practicing good SEO optimization and making enhancements to
rank for featured content will pay off. Because of the similarities,
you can optimize for featured content now, and be ready for
voice search in the future.
Optimizing for voice search is similar to optimizing for users in
general: Try to write your web content in a way that effectively
and efficiently answers questions users frequently ask. That
makes your content more likely to show up in featured results
and other enhancements — which also makes it more likely to be
featured as a voice search answer.

Rich Results

Often, when mobile devices and voice assistants read back
answers they find for a query, they read the text called out in
an instant answer box or rich result (see image). Others pull
content from FAQ-type pages on your site that provide easily
digestible — but valuable — chunks of information that quickly
answer questions.
And because many voice searches are often looking for local
information, like business addresses or phone numbers, claiming
or maintaining your current business listings with Google and
Bing are great ways to keep your voice audience connected with
your organization.
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Traditional Keyword
Research vs. Voice-Search
Keyword Research
There was a time where intentionally researching for
these two types of users would be different. However,
thanks to Google’s advancements in understanding user
intent, these two high-level audiences share very similar
query execution and the research is nearly identical
as well. Rather than researching based on how your
user(s) are searching, research why they’re searching.
Understand the micromoments and how to deliver the
right message to the right person at the right time.
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Curate Your Business Listings
According to research done by Rand Fishkin, 62% of all Google
searches are zero-click searches. This means that Google
answered the user’s query without sending them off the page.
A large contributor of these zero-click searches are related to
Google My Business (GMB).
Ensuring consumers can find accurate information in local
listings — such as your business name, address, and phone
number (NAP), among other things — is essential. And because
business listings pop up at the top of search results, particularly on
mobile, it’s important to claim and maintain them over time.
Claiming these profiles also provides many benefits:
• It helps provide users with trustworthy data about
your services that matches what you have listed
elsewhere online.
• It directs users to the information they need at any given
moment, whether that’s a link to your website to learn
more about your services or directions to your office while
on the way to an appointment.
• It allows you the opportunity to monitor and respond to
reviews, and evaluate how users engage with your listings
via analytics insights.
• It provides helpful data, giving you an understanding about
how users interact with your listings.
• It allows you to maintain visibility in a digital world where
more users are focused on local results.
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Pay for the Right Traffic
at the Right Time
While it’s in your best interest to target your organic
content to users actively looking to make healthcare
decisions, it can sometimes be helpful to use paid search
and display ads to attract healthcare users at various
depths of the funnel. Given the domain authority of sites
like Mayo Clinic, WebMD, and Cleveland Clinic, it’s often
difficult for local healthcare organizations to rank for
medical terms that have more of a research focus.
If you’d like your site to appear somewhere in search for
those terms, purchasing ads for them may be the only
affordable way for you to do so, as the time and money
required to develop content that competes against those
bigger sites is often unfeasible.
When buying keywords, be sure to avoid purchasing
those for which you already rank well organically, and
are delivering quality traffic to your site. This could cause
you to pay for traffic you’re already getting for free, and
reduce the free traffic at the same time. Instead, check to
see where there are gaps in your organic search rankings.
If you’re losing out on traffic for terms important to you
because you’re too far down the page — or not even on
the first page at all — consider purchasing them while you
build up your site’s SEO.

Paid Search: The Local Three-Pack

Paid Search Local Three-Pack

When investing in paid search, it’s important to
remember that it’s constantly changing and expanding. In
2016, ads were removed from the right column of search
results. This placed even more ads above and below
organic content. Now, paid ads can also appear in the
local three-pack that previously contained only organic
business listings (see image). As ads continue to take
over the search results page, with Google announcing
more paid GMB features on the horizon, it will be even
more important to appropriately balance organic and
paid traffic.
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Choose the Right CMS
If you’re evaluating options for a new content management system
(CMS), it’s important to take SEO into consideration — particularly,
how the platforms you’re looking into might help or hurt your
organic search efforts. After all, your individual optimization efforts
can only have so much impact if your CMS isn’t doing its job.
Specifically, ask the following questions
1.

Does the CMS auto-generate sitemaps and provide updates
to search engines via RSS feeds?

2.

How easy does the CMS make it to add appropriate and
customizable header tags on each of the webpages?

3.

Can you easily add image alt tags to help with both
indexability and accessibility?

4.

Are pages built using clean, lightweight code? What other
ways does the CMS enhance page load speed?

5.

Does the CMS allow you to create friendly — and
customizable — URLs?

6.

How does the CMS help you deal with duplicate content?
Can you easily set canonical URLs and indicate what
content is primary?

7.

Can you easily update and customize your page’s metadata
so you can target it in the best way possible for your users
and search engines?

8.

Does the CMS have Schema markup auto-generated or
built into the code?

Download Eight Ways Your CMS Could Be
Holding Back Your SEO to learn more about
how your CMS can either help or hurt your
optimization efforts.
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Market Your Organization
Holistically
Traditionally, digital marketers have been concerned with their
website’s domain authority. Because the stronger your domain,
the more likely it is that your website will rank for valuable
terms and phrases. But that’s not necessarily the case anymore.
Now, entity authority is just as important — and growing more
important every day.
Entity authority refers to the strength of your brand and its
knowability and engagement in both the digital and offline
ecosystems. And unfortunately, building up your entity authority is
even more complicated and time consuming than building domain
authority. That’s because entity authority takes into account
everything that goes into creating a solid domain authority PLUS
your offline efforts and market reputation, including:
• How widely known you are
• What people are saying about you
• How engaged people are with your brand
From official public relations tactics to unofficial interactions
with the public, everything you and those associated with your
brand do plays a role in how people — and, subsequently,
Google — see your brand. The fact is, every time your brand is
mentioned, from a news article to a Yelp review, the potential
exists to impact web users and your search rankings. One way
Google analyzes your offline brand is direct traffic. In short,
Google thinks more direct traffic means your organization is
popular offline, and some of that authority is carried through into
organic rankings.
By building your reputation in the marketplace, you gain public
trust and awareness. And this is more important than ever now, as
traditional organic links are losing ground to SERP enhancements
that call out particular mentions of your brand and/or web
presence. Soon, SEO tactics alone will not be enough.
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Make the Most of Your
Optimization Efforts
SEO best practices are constantly changing.
Capturing and converting searchers gets
harder every day. But some of the foundational
elements of good SEO — like providing a great
UX — will always be on trend.
If your organization is looking to improve rankings,
focusing on these 10 key areas will help your team
make the most of its optimization efforts. And
remember: Ranking improvements don’t happen
overnight. These investments take time, but they’ll
pay big dividends in the long run.
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About Geonetric
Geonetric helps healthcare brands thrive through effective
marketing and distinguished websites. As a marketing
agency and software developer with deep technical and
creative expertise, Geonetric provides hospitals, health
systems, and medical groups with a healthcare-specific
content management system, hosting, marketing strategies,
and creative services optimized for the unique needs of the
healthcare industry.
855.848.7407
hello@geonetric.com
www.geonetric.com
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